Better Data for RSA Archer

Vulnerability Management is a key component of an integrated risk management strategy. With the VulnDB® Data Feed for RSA Archer IT Security Vulnerabilities Program*, organizations can combine the power and flexibility of RSA Archer with the rich vulnerability data from Risk Based Security’s VulnDB service and gain comprehensive visibility into the vulnerabilities in their environment. With the VulnDB Data Feed, RSA Archer users can easily map software being used to vulnerability data from VulnDB to identify and prioritize vulnerabilities to be mitigated, without needing to run a vulnerability scan. Customers can quickly identify vulnerabilities associated with software installed on an asset, as well as monitor for new vulnerabilities that impact their environment.

Key integration benefits include:

- Access to a richer and more timely pool of vulnerability intelligence than is available from CVE/NVD and other sources.
- Insight into vulnerabilities that could pose risk to an organization without the need for an additional vulnerability scan.
- Ability to more effectively and efficiently prioritize vulnerabilities to be remediated.

Get the VulnDB Integration for RSA Archer* from the RSA Link portal here:
community.rsa.com/docs/DOC-100975

* VulnDB subscription required